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The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit has ruled that a student who is challenging 

a school district’s dress code prohibiting the wearing of any apparel associated with 

weapons and violence is entitled to a preliminary injunction preventing the district from 

enforcing the code with regard to his wearing a t-shirt bearing the initials NRA and depicting 

three gunmen. The case began in Albemarle County, Va. at Jack Jouett Middle School. Alan 

Newsom, a student at Jouett, wore a t-shirt bearing the initials NRA and depicting three 

gunmen to school in defiance of the school district’s dress code prohibiting the wearing of 

any apparel associated with weapons and violence. Although Newsom was never suspended, 

he was instructed to turn the shirt inside out on at least one occasion. Represented by the 

NRA, he filed suit in federal district court, challenging the dress code on First Amendment 

grounds. The student sought a preliminary injunction, which the district court denied. It 

declined to apply Tinker (regulation of potentially disruptive speech). In addition the district 

court concluded that the policy was not overbroad. The student with the support of the NRA, 

ACLU, Rutherford Institute, and others appealed to Fourth Circuit. The Fourth Circuit 

reversed and remanded to the district court with instructions to issue the preliminary 

injunction prohibiting the school district from enforcing the dress code with regard to the 

student’s t-shirt. The court agreed with the student that his speech was akin to the speech 

at issue Tinker, i.e. student speech within the school environment, and as such was entitled 

to constitutional protection unless the speech is disruptive.  Addressing the student’s 

overbreath challenge to the dress code’s ban on clothing displaying “nonviolent and 

nonthreatening images/messages related to weapons,” the Fourth Circuit found that the 

school district had failed to present any evidence at the preliminary injunction stage to 

demonstrate that  “[Newsom’s t-shirt, let alone any other article of clothing worn by a 

student that contained a message relating to weapons, ever caused a commotion or was 

going to cause one at Jouett.” As a result, it concluded that Newsom stands a greater 

likelihood than the school district of prevailing on the merits of the First Amendment free 

speech claim. 
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